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SIZE
about 20 cm x 190cm
All measurements are in centimeters (cm). For approximate
inch sizes simply multiply by 0.4 (or divide by 2.54).

MATERIALS
Merino Extrafi ne 120, 50 g ball
about 120 m/50 g (1.75 oz ≈ 131 yds)
Col. 00191 (fl anell meliert)  5 balls  

Yarn amounts are approximate. Make sure to purchase 
enough of the same dye lot in order to complete your proj-
ect. The amount of yarn needed can vary from person to 
person.
3 - 3.75mm [US 3-5] and 3.75 - 4mm [US 5 - 6] needles, or 
size to obtain gauge

GAUGE
in basic patt 30 sts and 29-30 rows on 3.75 - 4mm needles,
each to 10 cm [4”]
Take time to check gauge, changing needle size if necessary.

BASICS
Rib pattern: alt K1, P1.
Basic pattern 
see chart. All rows are given as patt appears on RS of work. 
Read RS rows from right to left, and WS rows from left to 
right. Rep rows 1-4 throughout.

INSTRUCTIONS
For about 20 cm in width cast on 63 sts on 3 - 3.75 mm 
needles and work 4 cm rib patt; start 1st WS row with selvage 
stitch, P1, and end in reverse. Continue on 3.75 - 4 mm 
needles as foll: selvage st, K1, P1, K1, P2, 50 sts basic patt 
(= motif of 10 sts 5 times), K1, P2, K1, P1, K1, selvage st. 
Work sts on either side of basic pattern as they appear. 
When work measures about 186 cm continue in rib patt on 
3 - 3.75 mm needles, and when work measures about 190 cm 
bind off all sts.

ABREVIATIONS
Col. = Color(s)
k  = knit
p  = purl
patt = pattern(s)
RS = right side
st(s) = stitch(es)
WS  = wrong side

Chart for Basic Pattern
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row 18 times and 1 st on every 2nd row 15
times) = 122(133/151) sts.
When work measures 46(46/44)cm work
armhole and raglan shaping on either side
as for back, then bind off rem 17 sts.
Total height of work = 68(70/70)cm.

Finishing: block pieces to measurements,
cover with a damp cloth and allow to dry.
Join raglan seams, then close sleeve and
side seams.
With the 3-3.75mm needles pick up about
121(127/135) sts around neck edge, knit
1 WS row, then cont in rib patt; start RS row
with selvage st, K1, and end in reverse.
When band measures 7cm bind off all sts.
With the 3-3.75mm needles pick up about
161(165/169) sts along right front jacket
edge, knit 1 WS row, then cont in rib patt;
start RS row with selvage st, K1, and end
in reverse. When work measures 5cm bind
off all sts.
Work band along left front edge alike, but
when work measures 2.5cm work 8 but-
tonholes as foll: make 1st about 3(4/3)cm
from lower edge, and rem 7 each
9(9/9.5)cm apart. For each buttonhole
bind off 3; on next row cast on 3 over
those bound off. Sew on buttons.

METHOD, Scarf
For about 20cm in width cast on 63 sts on
3-3.75mm needles and work 4cm rib patt;
start 1st WS row with selvage stitch, P1,
and end in reverse. Cont on 3.75-4mm
needles as foll: selvage st, K1, P1, K1, P2,
50 sts basic patt (= motif of 10 sts 5 times),
K1, P2, K1, P1, K1, selvage st. Work sts on
either side of basic patt as they appear.
When work measures about 186cm cont
in rib patt on 3-3.75mm needles, and
when work measures about 190cm bind
off all sts.

Legend
= on RS rows purl 1; on WS
rows knit 1
= on RS rows knit 1; on WS
rows purl 1
= on RS rows knit 1 tbl; on
WS rows purl 1 tbl

= slip 2 onto a CN and 
leave at back of work, K1,
then K2 from CN

= slip 1 onto a CN and 
leave at front of work, K2,
then K1 from CN

When work measures 44cm bind off for
armholes at each end 5(7/10) sts once.
Then work 2 sts st-st (= K RS rows; P WS
rows) beside each selvage st on either
side, and dec for raglan shaping 48(51/57)
sts altog as foll: dec on every 2nd row alt
1 st once and 2 sts once as foll: work sel-
vage st and K1, then slip 1 knitwise, K1 or
K2 tog, pass slipped st over; work to 4 or
5 from end of row, then K2 tog or K3 tog,
K1, selvage st.
When work measures 66(68/70)cm bind
off rem 49(59/61) sts even for neck.

Left front: with 3-3.75mm needles cast on
74(84/94) sts and work welt as for back =
75(85/95) sts after last WS row.
Cont on 3.75-4mm needles in basic patt;
start after selvage st as given, work motif
of 10 sts 7(8/9) times, end as given, sel-
vage st. 
When work measures 44cm work armhole
and raglan shaping at right edge as for back.
At the same time, when work measures
62(64/66)cm bind off at left edge for neck
6(11/12) sts once, then on every 2nd row
4 sts once, 3 sts once, 2 sts 3 times, then
bind off rem 3 sts.

Right front: work in reverse.

Sleeves (both alike): with 3-3.75mm nee-
dles cast on 74(84/84) sts and work welt
as for back = 75(85/85) sts after last WS
row.
Cont on 3.75-4mm needles in basic patt;
start after selvage st as given, work motif
of 10 sts 7(8/8) times, end as given, sel-
vage st. At the same time inc for sleeve
shaping at each end 1 st on every 6th row
5 times and 1 st on every 4th row 19 times
(1 st on every 6th row 5 times and 1 st on
every 4th row 19 times / 1 st on every 4th

6917 A/B • Man’s Jacket and Scarf with Fantasy Ribs

Size: to fit chest 87/2 cm [34/36”], 97/107
cm [38–42”] and 112/127 cm [44–48”].
Directions for the smaller size are before
the parentheses, with larger sizes inside. If
there is only one figure, it applies to all
sizes. All measurements are in centimeters
(cm). For approximate inch sizes simply
multiply by 0.4 (or divide by 2.54).

Materials: Schachenmayr Universa, for
the jacket 800(850/900)g and for the scarf
250g #00197 mottled gray.

3-3.75mm [US 3-5] and 3.75-4mm [US 5-
6] needles, or size to obtain gauge, plus
8 buttons.

Rib pattern: alt K1, P1.

Basic pattern: see chart. All rows are
given as patt appears on RS of work. Read
RS rows from right to left, and WS rows
from left to right.
Rep rows 1-4 throughout.

Gauge: in basic patt 30 sts and 29-30 rows
on 3.75-4mm needles, each to 10cm [4”].

METHOD, Jacket
Back: with 3-3.75mm needles cast on
154(174/194) sts and work in rib patt, start
1st WS row with selvage st, K1, and end
with P1, selvage st. On last WS row make
1 knitwise tbl at end of row before selvage
st = 155(175/195) sts.
Cont on 3.75-4mm needles in basic patt;
start after selvage st as given, work motif
of 10 sts 15(17/19) times, end as given,
selvage st.

motif = 10 sts

Chart for Basic Pattern
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motif = 10 sts

= on RS rows purl 1; on WS rows knit 1
= on RS rows knit 1; on WS rows purl 1
=  Ion RS rows knit 1 tbl; on WS rows purl 1 tbl

=  slip 2 onto a CN and leave at back of work, 
K1,then K2 from CN

=  slip 1 onto a CN and leave at front of work, 
K2, then K1 from CN

Legend
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